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Abstract
In low-light conditions, a conventional camera imaging
pipeline produces sub-optimal images that are usually dark
and noisy due to a low photon count and low signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). We present a data-driven approach that
learns the desired properties of well-exposed images and
reflects them in images that are captured in extremely low
ambient light environments, thereby significantly improving
the visual quality of these low-light images. We propose
a new loss function that exploits the characteristics of both
pixel-wise and perceptual metrics, enabling our deep neural
network to learn the camera processing pipeline to trans-
form the short-exposure, low-light RAW sensor data to well-
exposed sRGB images. The results show that our method
outperforms the state-of-the-art according to psychophysi-
cal tests as well as pixel-wise standard metrics and recent
learning-based perceptual image quality measures.
1. Introduction
In a dark scene, the ambient light is not sufficient for
cameras to accurately capture detail and color information.
On one hand, leaving the camera sensor exposed to light for
a long period of time retains the actual scene information,
but may produce blurred images due to camera shake and
object movement in the scene. On the other hand, images
taken with a short exposure time preserve sharp details, but
are usually dark and noisy. In order to address this dilemma,
one might consider taking a sharp picture with a short ex-
posure time and then increasing its brightness. However,
the resulting image will not only have amplified noise and
blotchy appearance, but the colors will also not match with
those of a corresponding well-exposed image (see, for ex-
ample, Figure 1b). Even if we reduce the problem of noise
to some extent by using any state-of-the-art image denois-
ing algorithm, the issue of color remains unsolved [1, 3].
A conventional camera imaging pipeline processes the
RAW sensor data through a sequence of operations (such as
white balance, demosaicking, denoising, color correction,
tone mapping, sharpening, etc.) in order to generate the
final RGB images [32]. Solving each of these problems
(a) RAW input image (b) Traditional pipeline [32]
(c) Chen et al. [3] (d) Our result
Figure 2: Transforming a short-exposure RAW image cap-
tured in extremely low light to a well-exposed sRGB image.
(a) Short-exposed RAW input taken with 0.1s of exposure
time. (b) Image produced by traditional camera imaging
pipeline [32] applied to input (a). Note that the brightness
is increased for better visualization. The reproduced image
suffers from noise amplification and a strong color cast. (c)
Image produced by the state-of-the-art method [3], when
applied to (a). (d) Result obtained by our approach, when
applied to (a). Compared to [3], our method yields an image
that is sharper, more vivid, and free from noise and artifacts,
while preserving texture and structural information.
requires hand-crafted priors and, even then, the pipeline
breaks down in extremely low-light environments, often
yielding dark images with little-to-no visible detail [3].
An alternative way to tackle the issue of low-light imag-
ing is to use deep neural networks. These networks are
data hungry in nature and require a large amount of train-
ing data: pairs of short-exposure input with corresponding
long-exposure ground-truth. To encourage the development
of learning-based techniques, Chen et al. [3] propose a large
scale See-in-the-Dark (SID) dataset captured in low light
conditions. The SID dataset contains both indoor and out-
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door images acquired with two different cameras, having
different color filter arrays. They further propose an end-to-
end network, employing the `1 loss, that learns the complete
camera pipeline specifically for low-light imaging. How-
ever, the reproduced images often lack contrast and contain
artifacts (see Figure 1c), especially under extreme low-light
environments with severely limited illumination (e.g., dark
room with indirect dim light source).
Most existing image transformation methods [3, 6, 23,
45] focus on measuring the difference between the net-
work’s output and the ground-truth, using standard per-pixel
loss functions. However, recent studies [16, 31, 46] have
shown that applying traditional metrics (`1/`2, SSIM [41])
directly on the pixel-level information often provide overly
smooth images that correlate poorly with human percep-
tion. These studies, therefore, recommend computing error
on the deep feature representations, extracted from any pre-
trained network [14, 19, 38], resulting in images that are vi-
sually sharp and perceptually faithful. A drawback of such a
feature-level error computation strategy is the introduction
of checkerboard artifacts at the pixel-level [16, 27]. There-
fore, information from both the pixel-level and the feature-
level is essential to produce images that are sharp, percep-
tually faithful and free from artifacts. The aforementioned
observation motivates us to develop a new hybrid loss func-
tion, exploiting the basic properties of both pixel-wise and
perceptual metrics.
In this paper we propose a data-driven approach based
on a novel loss function that is capable of generating well-
exposed sRGB images with the desired attributes: sharp-
ness, color vividness, good contrast, noise free, and no color
artifacts. Our end-to-end network takes as input the RAW
data captured in extreme low light and generates an sRGB
image that fulfills these desired properties. By using our
new loss function, we learn the entire camera processing
pipeline in a supervised manner. Figure 1d shows the im-
age produced by the proposed approach.
2. Background
Here, we first provide a brief overview of a traditional
camera processing pipeline. We then discuss the recently
introduced learning-based approach specifically designed
for low-light imaging.
2.1. Traditional Camera Pipeline
The basic modules of the imaging pipeline, common to
all standard single-sensor cameras, are the following [32].
(a) Preprocessing deals with the issues related to the RAW
sensor data such as defective sensor cells, lens shading, light
scattering and dark current. (b) White balance step esti-
mates the scene illumination and remove its effect by lin-
early scaling the RAW data so that the reproduced image
has no color cast [2, 17]. (c) Demosaicking stage takes
in the RAW data, in which at each pixel location the in-
formation of only one color is present, and estimates the
other two missing colors by interpolation [10], yielding a
three-channel true color image. (d) Color correction trans-
forms the image from the sensor-specific color space to lin-
ear sRGB color space [25]. (e) Gamma correction encodes
images by allocating more bits to low luminance values than
high luminance values, since we are more perceptible to
changes in dark regions than bright areas. (f) Post pro-
cessing stage applies several camera-specific (proprietary)
operations to improve image quality, such as contrast en-
hancement [28], style and aesthetic adjustments [4, 15, 44],
denoising [21, 30], and tone mapping [24]. Optionally, data
compression may also be applied [40].
In low-light environments, the standard camera pipeline
provides sub-optimal results due to a low photon count and
SNR [1, 3]. To acquire well-exposed images in low light,
apart from using long exposure, other methods include: ex-
posure bracketing, burst imaging and fusion, larger-aperture
lens, flash, and optical image stabilization [12]. However,
each of these methods comes with a trade-off and is not
always applicable. For instance, a mobile camera has thick-
ness and power constraints, so adding a large lens with fast
aperture is infeasible [12]. In exposure bracketing, a se-
ries of images are captured in quick succession with varying
shutter speeds and then the user gets to pick the most visu-
ally pleasing image from this set, which oftentimes is none
of them for difficult lighting. Image fusion for burst imag-
ing often have misalignment problems, leading to ghosting
artifacts. Finally, flash photography causes unwanted re-
flections, glare, shadows, and might change the scene illu-
mination. In this paper, we address the problem of low light
photography using single-imaging systems without flash.
2.2. Data-driven Image Restoration Approaches
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been
used with great success in ‘independently’ solving several
image processing tasks such as denoising [21, 30], de-
mosaicking [18], deblurring [26, 37, 43], super-resolution
[6, 20, 47], inpainting [22, 29] and contrast enhancement
[8, 39]. Recently, learning-based methods [3, 34] have been
proposed that ‘jointly’ learn the complete camera process-
ing pipeline in an end-to-end manner. Both of these meth-
ods take as input the RAW sensor data and produce sRGB
images. Particularly, the work of Schwartz et al. [34] deals
with images taken in well-lit conditions, and the method
of Chen et al. [3] is developed specifically for extremely
low-light imaging. After investigating several loss functions
(`1, `2, SSIM [41], total variation, and GAN [9]), Chen et
al. [3] opt for a standard pixel-level loss function, i.e., `1,
to measure the difference between the network’s prediction
and the ground-truth. However, the per-pixel loss function
is restrictive as it only models absolute errors and does not
Figure 3: Schematic of our framework. Given as input the RAW sensor data x captured in extremely low ambient light, the
image restoration subnet learns the digital camera pipeline and generates a well-exposed sRGB image yˆ. The perceptual loss
subnet forces the image restoration subnet to produce an output as perceptually similar as possible to the reference image y.
take into account the perceptual quality. Next, we propose
an approach that exploits the characteristics of both pixel-
wise and perceptual metrics to learn the camera processing
pipeline in an end-to-end fashion.
3. Our Method
Our network design is based on a novel multi-criterion
loss formulation, as shown in Figure 3. The model con-
sists of two main blocks: (1) the ‘image restoration subnet’,
and (2) the ‘perceptual loss subnet’. The image restoration
subnet is an encoder-decoder architecture with skip connec-
tions between the contraction and expansion pathways. The
perceptual loss subnet is a feed-forward CNN. Here, we first
present the loss formulation and later describe each individ-
ual block in Sec. 3.2.
3.1. Proposed Multi-criterion Loss Function
As described earlier, the existing work [3] for low-light
imaging is based on per-pixel loss, i.e., `1. We propose
a multi-criterion loss function that jointly models the lo-
cal and global properties of images using pixel-level im-
age details as well as high-level image feature representa-
tions. Moreover, it explicitly incorporates perceptual simi-
larity measures to ensure high-quality visual outputs.
Given an input image x and the desired output image
y, the image restoration subnet learns a mapping function
f(x; θ). The parameters θ are updated using the following
multi-criterion loss formulation:
θ∗ = argmin
θ
Ex,y
[∑
k
αkLk(gk(x;ψ), hk(y;φ))
]
(1)
where, Lk denotes the individual loss function, and
gk(·), hk(·) are functions on the input and target image, re-
spectively, whose definitions vary depending on the type of
loss. In this paper, we consider two distinct representation
levels (pixel-level and feature-level) to compute two loss
criterion, i.e., Lk ∈ {Lpix,Lfeat}. The first loss criterion,
Lpix, is pixel-based and accounts for low-level image detail.
The pixel-level loss is further divided into two terms: stan-
dard `1 loss and structure similarity loss. The second loss
criterion, Lfeat, is a high-level perceptual loss based on in-
termediate deep feature representations. Next, we elaborate
on these pixel-level and feature-level error criterion.
3.1.1 Pixel Loss: Lpix
The Lpix loss in Eq. (1) computes error directly on the
pixel-level information of the network’s output and the
ground-truth image. In this case, the definitions of gpix
and hpix are fairly straight-forward: gpix = f(x; θ) =
yˆ, hpix = 1(y). The loss function is defined as:
Lpix = β`1(yˆ,y) + (1− β)LMS-SSIM(yˆ,y) (2)
where β ∈ [0, 1] is a weight parameter that we set using
grid search on the validation set.
Absolute deviation. The `1 error directly minimizes the
difference between the network output and the ground-truth
to transform low-light images to well-exposed ones. Given
yˆ and y, the `1 loss can be computed as:
`1(yˆ,y) =
1
N
N∑
p=1
|yˆp − yp|, (3)
where p is the pixel location andN denotes the total number
of pixels in the image.
Although the `1 metric is a popular choice for the loss
function, it compromises high-frequency details, such as
texture and sharp edges. To avoid such artifacts, we intro-
duce a structural similarity measure in Eq. (2).
Structural similarity measure. This term ensures the per-
ceptual change in the structural content of output images to
be minimal. In this work, we utilize the multi-scale struc-
tural similarity measure (MS-SSIM) [42]:
LMS-SSIM(yˆ,y) = 1− 1
N
N∑
p=1
MS-SSIM(yˆp,yp). (4)
In order to define MS-SSIM, let us assume µyˆ , σ2yˆ and
σyˆy are the mean of image yˆ, the variance of yˆ, and the
covariance of image yˆ and image y, respectively. Then,
SSIM(yˆ,y) =
2µyˆµy + C1
µ2yˆ + µ
2
y + C1
· 2σyˆy + C2
σ2yˆ + σ
2
y + C2
(5)
= l(yˆ,y) · cs(yˆ,y) (6)
and finally,
MS-SSIM(yˆ,y) = [lM (yˆ,y)]
γM ·
M∏
i=1
[csi(yˆ,y)]
ηi , (7)
where, M is the number of scales. The first term in Eq. (7)
compares the luminance of image yˆ with the luminance of
reference image y, and it is computed only at scale M . The
second term measures the contrast and structural differences
at various scales. γM and ηi adjust the relative importance
of each term and, for convenience, we set γM = ηi = 1 for
i = {1, ...,M}. C1 and C2 in Eq. (5) are small constants
[42].
3.1.2 Feature Loss: Lfeat
The pixel-level loss term is valuable for preserving original
colors and detail in the reproduced images. However, it does
not integrate perceptually sound global scene detail since
the structural similarity is only enforced locally. To resolve
this problem, we propose to use an additional loss term that
quantifies the perceptual viability of the generated outputs
in terms of a higher-order feature representation obtained
from the perceptual loss subnet (see Figure 3).
In the feature loss term of the objective function (1), in-
stead of calculating errors directly on the pixel-level, we
measure the difference between the feature representations
of the output and ground-truth images extracted with a deep
network [36] pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [5]. Note
that this choice is motivated from a recent large-scale study
[46] that demonstrates the suitability of deep features as
a perceptual metric. In this case, the functions gfeat and
hfeat are defined as gfeat = hfeat = vl(·), where vl(·)
denotes the lth layer activation map from the the network.
The loss term is formulated as:
Lfeat(yˆ,y) = 1
N
‖ vl(yˆ;ψ)− vl(y;ψ) ‖22, (8)
In this work, we use the VGG-16 network [36]. Note that
other image classification networks such as AlexNet [19],
ResNet [14], or GoogLeNet [38] can also be used to extract
feature representations [46]. The perceptual loss function
Lfeat [16] enforces our image restoration subnet to gener-
ate outputs that are perceptually similar to their correspond-
ing well-exposed reference images.
3.2. Network Architecture
Here we provide details of both blocks of our framework
(see Figure 3).
Image restoration subnet. Our network inherits a U-net
encoder-decoder structure [33] with symmetric skip con-
nections between the lower layers of the encoder and the
corresponding higher layers of the decoder. The benefits of
such a design for the restoration subnet are three-fold: (a) it
has superior performance on image restoration and segmen-
tation tasks [3, 33], (b) it can process a full-resolution im-
age (i.e., at 4240×2832 or 6000×4000 resolution) due to its
fully convolutional design and low memory signature, and
(c) the skip connections between the encoder and decoder
modules enable adequate propagation of context informa-
tion and preserve high-resolution details. Our network op-
erates on RAW sensor data rather than RGB images, since
our objective is to replace the traditional camera pipeline
with an automatically learned network.
The image restoration subnet consists of a total of 23
convolutional layers. Among these, the encoder module
has 10 convolutional layers, arranged as five pairs of 3×3
layers. Each pair is followed by a leaky ReLU non-linearity
(LReLU(x) = max(0, x) + 0.2min(0, x)) and a 2×2max-
pooling operator for subsampling. The decoder module has
a total of 13 convolutional layers. These layers are arranged
as a set of four blocks, each of which consists of a trans-
pose convolutional layer whose output is concatenated with
the corresponding features maps from the encoder module,
followed by two 3×3 convolutional layers. The number
of channels in the feature maps are progressively reduced
and the spatial resolution is increased due to the transpose
convolutional layers. Finally, a 1×1 convolutional layer,
followed by a sub-pixel layer [35], is applied to remap the
channels and obtain the RGB image with the same spatial
resolution as the original RAW image. (For more details on
network design and for a toy example, see supplementary
material.)
Perceptual loss subnet. The perceptual loss subnet consists
of a truncated version of VGG-16 [36]. We only use the first
two convolutional layers of VGG-16 and obtain the feature
representation after ReLU non-linearity. This feature rep-
resentation has been demonstrated to accurately encode the
style and perceptual content of an image [16]. The result is
a H/4 × W/4 × 128 tensor for both the output of the image
restoration net and the ground-truth, which are then used to
compute the similarity between them.
4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset
We validate our approach on the See-in-the-Dark (SID)
dataset [3] that was specifically collected for the develop-
ment of learning-based methods for low-light photography.
In Figure 4 we show some sample images from the SID
dataset. The images were captured using two different cam-
eras: Sony α7S II with a Bayer color filter array (CFA) and
sensor resolution of 4240×2832, and Fujifilm X-T2 with
a X-Trans CFA and 6000×4000 spatial resolution. The
dataset contains 5094 short-exposure RAW input images
and their corresponding long-exposure reference images.
Note that there are 424 unique long-exposure reference im-
ages, indicating that multiple short-exposure input images
can correspond to the same ground-truth image. There are
both indoor and outdoor images of the static scenes. The
ambient illuminance reaching the camera was in the range
0.2 to 5 lux for outdoor scenes and between 0.03 lux and
0.3 lux for indoor scenes. Input images were taken with an
exposure time between 1/30 and 1/10 seconds and the expo-
sure time for the ground-truth images was 10 to 30 seconds.
4.2. Camera-specific Preprocessing
As mentioned in Sec. 2, cameras have a CFA in front
of the image sensor to capture color information. Differ-
ent cameras use different types of CFAs; Bayer filter array
being the most popular choice due to its simple layout. Im-
ages of the SID dataset [3] come from cameras with differ-
ent CFAs. Therefore, before passing the RAW input to the
image restoration subnet (Figure 3), we pack the data, as
in [3], into 4 channels if it comes from Bayer CFA and 9
channels for X-Trans CFA.
At the borders of the image sensor, there are some pixels
that never see the light and therefore should be zero (black).
However, during image acquisition, the values of these pix-
els are raised due to thermally generated voltage. We sub-
tract this camera-specific black level from the image signal.
Finally, we scale the sensor data with an amplification fac-
tor (e.g., ×100, ×250, or ×300), which is the ratio between
the reference image and the input image and determines the
brightness of the output image.
4.3. Training
We train two separate networks: one for the Sony subset
and the other for the Fuji subset from the SID dataset [3].
Each network takes as input a short-exposure RAW image
and a corresponding long-exposure reference image (which
is converted into the sRGB color space with the LibRAW
library). Note that the input is prepared using camera-
specific preprocessing mentioned in Sec. 4.2, before being
passed through our network (Figure 3). Both networks are
trained for 4000 epochs using the proposed loss function
Figure 4: Some sample images from the See-in-the-Dark
(SID) dataset [3]: long-exposure ground truth images (in
front), and short-exposure and essentially black input im-
ages (in background). Note that the reference images in the
last row are noisy, indicating the presence of a very high
noise level in their corresponding short-exposure input im-
ages, thus making the problem even more challenging.
(Sec. 3.1). We use Adam optimizer with an initial learning
rate of 10−4, which is reduced to 10−5 after 2000 epochs.
In each iteration we take a 512 × 512 crop from the train-
ing image and perform random rotation and flipping. To
compute the Lfeat loss (8), we use features from the conv2
layer after ReLU of the VGG-16 network. The batch size is
set to one, as we observed that setting the batch size greater
than one reduces accuracy. This might be because the net-
work struggles to learn, at once, the transformation process
for images having significantly different light and noise lev-
els. We empirically set α = 0.9 and β = 0.99 in Eq. (1)
and Eq. (2), respectively, for all the experiments.
4.4. Qualitative Evaluation
To the best of our knowledge, Chen et al. [3] present
the “first and only” data-driven work that learns the digital
camera pipeline specifically for extreme low-light imaging.
Figure 5 presents a qualitative comparison of the images
produced by our method and those of the state-of-the-art
technique [3], as well as the traditional camera processing
pipeline. Note that the traditional pipeline provides dark im-
ages with little-to-no visible detail. Therefore, we scale the
brightness of the results of the traditional pipeline for visu-
alization purposes. It is apparent in Figure 5a that the tradi-
tional pipeline handles low-light images poorly and yields
results with extreme noise, color cast and artifacts. As re-
ported in [1, 3], applying a state-of-the-art image denoising
algorithm [11, 21, 30] might reduce noise to some extent.
However, the issue of color distortion remains unsolved.
Figure 5 further shows that the results produced by our
model are noticeably sharper, better denoised, more natu-
ral and visually pleasant, compared to those generated by
the state-of-the-art method [3]. For instance, it can be seen
in Figure 5b that the image reproductions of [3] exhibit
(a) Traditional pipeline (b) Chen et al. [3] (c) Our results
Figure 5: Qualitative comparison of our approach with the state-of-the-art method [3] and the traditional pipeline. (a) Images
produced by the conventional pipeline are noisy and contain strong color artifacts. (b) The approach of [3] generates images
with splotchy textures, color distortions and poorly reconstructed shapes (zoomed-in regions). (c) Our method produces
images that are sharp, colorful and noise free.
(a) Chen et al. [3] (b) Our result
Figure 6: Visual example in extremely difficult lighting.
Compare the (zoomed-in) clock and the other objects.
splotchy textures (text, rail-track), color distortions (train,
flowers, bottom corners of row 1) and poorly reconstructed
shapes, such as for the text, rail-track and wooden fence.
Extremely challenging case. In Figure 6, we show the per-
formance of our method on an (example) image captured
in extremely difficult lighting: dark room with indirect dim
light source. Our result might not be acceptable in isolation,
but when compared with [3], we can greatly appreciate the
reconstruction of sharp edges such as for the digits of the
clock, and the spatial smoothness of the homogeneous re-
gions, such as the table top and the floor.
4.5. Subjective Evaluation of Perceptual Quality
We conduct a psychophysical experiment to assess the
performance of competing approaches in an office-like en-
vironment. A corpus of 25 observers with normal color vi-
sion participated in the experiment. The subjects belong to
two different groups: 7 expert observers with prior expe-
rience in image processing, and 18 naive observers. Each
observer was shown a pair of corresponding images on the
screen, sequentially and in random order: one of these im-
ages is produced by our method and the other one by Chen
Experienced Observers Inexperienced Observers
x100 Set x250 Set x100 Set x250 Set
Sony Dataset Ours > Chen et al. [3] 84.7% 92.6% 80.3% 86.6%
Fuji Dataset Ours > Chen et al. [3] 76.1% 89.7% 80.9% 89.2%
Table 1: Psychophysical experiments: 7 expert and 18 naive observers compare the results produced by our method and Chen
et al. [3]. Our method significantly outperforms [3] in both the easier x100 and the challenging x250 test images.
Sony subset [3] Fuji subset [3]
PSNR ↑ PieAPP [31] ↓ LPIPS [46] ↓ PSNR ↑ PieAPP [31] ↓ LPIPS [46] ↓
Chen et al. [3] 29.18 1.576 0.470 27.34 1.957 0.598
Ours 29.43 1.511 0.443 27.63 1.763 0.476
Table 2: Quantitative comparison using four full-reference metrics on the SID dataset. The results are reported as mean
errors. Our method provides superior performance compared to the state-of-the-art [3]. ↓: lower is better. ↑: higher is better.
`1 (Chen et al. [3]) MS-SSIM Lpix Lfeat Lfeat + `1 Lfeat + LMS-SSIM Lfinal
Sony subset [3] 29.18 29.37 29.33 27.34 29.22 29.40 29.43
Fuji subset [3] 27.34 27.55 27.51 23.07 27.37 27.52 27.63
Table 3: Ablation study: impact of each individual term of the proposed loss function on the final results. Each term
contributes to the overall performance. Results are reported on the test images of SID dataset in terms of mean PSNR.
et al. [3]. Observers were asked to examine the color, tex-
ture, structure, sharpness and artifacts, and then choose
the image which they find more pleasant. Each partici-
pant repeated this process on the test images of the Sony
and Fuji subsets from the SID dataset [3]. The percentage
with which the observers preferred images produced by our
method than those of Chen et al. [3] is reported in Table 1.
These results indicate that our method significantly outper-
forms the state-of-the-art [3] in terms of perceptual quality.
4.6. Quantitative Evaluation
To perform a quantitative assessment of the results, we
use two recent learning-based perceptual metrics (LPIPS
[46] and PieAPP [31]) and the standard PSNR metric. For
the sake of fair comparison, we leave SSIM metric [41] out
from the evaluation as our method is optimized using its
variant MS-SSIM [42]. The average values of these metrics
for the testing images of the Sony and Fuji subsets [3] are
reported in Table 2. Our method outperforms the state-of-
the-art [3] by a considerable margin.
Ablation study. The proposed loss function that minimizes
the error of the network consists of three individual terms
(`1, LMS-SSIM and Lfeat). Here, we evaluate the impact of
each individual term and their combinations on our end-
task. Table 3 summarizes our results where we compare
different loss variants using the exact same parameter (α, β)
settings. Our results demonstrate that each individual term
contributes towards the final performance of our method.
Based on the PSNR values in Table 3 and our qualitative
observations, we draw the following conclusions: (a) each
individual component has its respective limitations e.g., `1
yields colorful results but with artifacts, LMS-SSIM preserves
fine image details but provides less saturated results, Lfeat
reconstructs structure well, but introduces checkerboard ar-
tifacts. (b) The combination of `1, LMS-SSIM and Lfeat in an
appropriate proportion provides the best results. The final
loss function accumulates the complementary strengths of
each individual criterion and avoids their respective short-
comings. The resulting images are colorful and artifact free,
while faithfully preserving image structure and texture 1.
5. Contrast Improvement Procedure
The network of Chen et al. [3] produces images that are
often dark and lack contrast. It is the inherent limitation
enforced by the imperfect ground-truth of the SID dataset,
and therefore learned network will also be only partially
optimal. In attempt to dealing with this issue, [3] prepro-
cesses the ground-truth images with histogram equalization.
Subsequently, their network learns to generate contrast en-
hanced outputs; however, with artifacts. Thus the perfor-
1Additional results are provided in supplementary material.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7: Effect of contrast improvement procedure. (a) Output of our image restoration subnet and its histogram. (b)
Inverting the image of (a). (c) Output obtained after applying image dehazing algorithm [13] on image from (b). (d) Final
enhanced image obtained by inverting (c). Note that histograms are computed using the lightness component of the images.
(a) Chen et al. [3] (b) Our results
Figure 8: Effect of contrast contrast improvement procedure
when applied on our results and those of [3]. The visual
quality of our results is further improved. Whereas, in the
results of [3] the artifacts become even more apparent.
mance of the method [3] was significantly reduced.
Inspired from [7], we employ the following procedure
in order to improve the color contrast of the results pro-
duced by our proposed method. We observe that the his-
togram of outputs produced by our image restoration sub-
net is mostly skewed towards dark regions (see for example
Figure 7a). By inverting the intensity values of the image,
the histogram becomes similar to that of a hazy image (Fig-
ure 7b). This indicates that, by applying an image dehazing
algorithm [13], we can make the image histogram more uni-
form (Figure 7c). Finally, inverting back the intensities of
the image provides us with a new image that is bright, sharp,
colorful and without artifacts, as shown in Figure 7d.
We notice that preprocessing the reference images by ap-
plying the just mentioned procedure and then training the
network from scratch produces suboptimal results. There-
fore, we first train the network with regular ground-truth for
4000 epochs, and then perform fine-tuning for another 100
epochs with the contrast-enhanced ground-truth.
In Figure 8, we compare the results obtained after apply-
ing the contrast improvement strategy to our image restora-
tion net and to the framework of Chen et al. [3]. It is evident
that our method produces visually compelling images with
good contrast and vivid colors. Whereas the method of [3]
has a tendency of reproducing images with artifacts, which
become even more prominent when the contrast enhance-
ment procedure is employed; notice the zoomed-in portions
of Figure 8, especially the sky in column 1.
6. Conclusion
Imaging in extremely low-light conditions is a highly
challenging task for the conventional camera pipeline, of-
ten yielding dark and noisy images with little-to-no detail.
In this paper, we proposed a learning-based approach that
learns the entire camera pipeline, end-to-end, for low-light
conditions. We explored the benefits of computing loss both
at the pixel-level information and at the feature-level, and
presented a new loss function that significantly improved
the performance. We conducted a psychophysical study,
according to which the observers overwhelmingly preferred
the outputs of our method over the existing state-of-the-art.
Similar trends were observed when the image quality of the
competing methods was assessed with standard metrics, as
well as recent learning-based error metrics.
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